2018 PRESERVATION & DESIGN AWARDS RECIPIENTS

1730 Chicago Avenue
Category: Proper Rehabilitation/Restoration
JURY COMMENTS: Faithful and sensitive interior restoration of this important house museum.

1860-80 Campus Drive (NU)
Category: Sensitive Addition/Alteration
JURY COMMENTS: A large addition to an existing stone building that extends and inventively transforms the language and materials of the existing structure.

2110 Orrington Avenue.
Category: Sensitive Addition/Alteration
JURY COMMENTS: Existing front porch, extended to wrap around three sides of the house with a new rear addition, solves structural issues while providing exterior and interior living space.

Shakespeare Garden (NU)
Category: Proper Rehabilitation/Restoration
JURY COMMENTS: This landscape restoration of an intimate Jens Jensen garden reinforces its magical quality as a public amenity on campus.

701 Forest Av.
Category: Sensitive addition or alteration
JURY COMMENTS: A handsome small addition that unifies the exterior and provides a deck as outdoor living space.

2131 Tech Drive (Dearborn Observatory) (NU)
Category: Proper Rehabilitation/Restoration
JURY COMMENTS: The exterior restoration brings back the beauty of this unique building, which continues in use as a teaching observatory.

1422 Judson Av.
Category: Sensitive alteration/addition
JURY COMMENTS: Handsome rear porch-like addition and new garage in keeping with the character of the house.

70 Arts Circle Drive - Ryan Center (NU)
Category: Appropriate new construction
JURY COMMENTS: Stunning new building that gestures to the lake while defining the space of an Arts Quadrangle.

1030 Lakeshore Blvd.
Category: Sensitive alteration or addition
JURY COMMENTS: This project restores the mid-century sensibility of the original house while providing new enhanced views of the lake.
JURY MEMBERS

Stuart Cohen, FAIA, Cohen & Hacker Architects

Pamela Owens, Executive Director of the Gaylord Building in Lockport, IL, a site of the National Trust for Historic Preservation.

Lynette Stuhlmacher, LEED AP, Principal of Red Leaf Studio, Inc.
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1730 Chicago Avenue
**Category:** Proper Rehabilitation/Restoration
National Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, owner
Frances Willard House, nominator
Janet Steidl, Steidl Associates Interior Design & Historic Preservation

1860-80 Campus Drive – Kresge Centennial Hall
**Category:** Sensitive Addition/Alteration
Northwestern University, owner
Lothan, Van Hook, Destefano, architects
Bulley and Andrews, contractor

2110 Orrington Avenue.
**Category:** Sensitive Addition/Alteration
Mary Coasby, owner
Thomas Ahleman, Studio Talo, architects
Robert Zieja, contractor

Shakespeare Garden
**Category:** Proper Rehabilitation/Restoration
Northwestern University, owner
Hitchcock Design Group, landscape architects
Rosborough Partners, contractor

701 Forest Av.
**Category:** Sensitive addition or alteration
Chris & Cory Pickett, owners
Shumaker Design + Build Associates, architects
LG Contractors, contractor

2131 Tech Drive - Dearborn Observatory
**Category:** Proper Rehabilitation/Restoration
Northwestern University, owner
McGuire Iggeski & Associates, architect
Berglund Construction, contractor
Hanson Roofing, contractor

1422 Judson Av.
**Category:** Sensitive alteration/addition
Anne Trompeter and Paul Janicki, owners
Paul Janicki Architects, architect
Sturm Builders, contractor

70 Arts Circle Drive - Ryan Center for the Musical Arts
**Category:** Appropriate new construction
Northwestern University, owner
Goettsch Partners, architects
Power Construction, contractor

1030 Lakeshore Blvd.
**Category:** Sensitive alteration or addition
Gail and Robert Bush, owners
Thomas Ahleman, Studio Talo, architect
Bozeman Construction, contractor